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                    Abstract
The vision of machines autonomously carrying out substantive conjecture generation, theorem discovery, proof discovery, and proof verification in mathematics and the natural sciences has a long history that reaches back before the development of automatic systems designed for such processes. While there has been considerable progress in proof verification in the formal sciences, for instance the Mizar project’ and the four-color theorem, now machine verified, there has been scant such work carried out in the realm of the natural sciences—until recently. The delay in the case of the natural sciences can be attributed to both a lack of formal analysis of the so-called “theories” in such sciences, and the lack of sufficient progress in automated theorem proving. While the lack of analysis is probably due to an inclination toward informality and empiricism on the part of nearly all of the relevant scientists, the lack of progress is to be expected, given the computational hardness of automated theorem proving; after all, theoremhood in even first-order logic is Turing-undecidable. We give in the present short paper a compressed report on our building upon these formal theories using logic-based AI in order to achieve, in relativity, both machine proof discovery and proof verification, for theorems previously established by humans. Our report is intended to serve as a springboard to machine-produced results in the future that have not been obtained by humans.
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                    Notes
	We take this to be a temporally ordered four-stage sequence, which starts with generation of statements that may be theorems (and are usually interesting in their own right), proceeds to grasping that it’s at least a very good bet that one or more such statements is/are indeed (a) theorem(s) (those that aren’t theorems can of course eventually end up as theorems in a sense, if their negations are established), then moves to finding a proof of these statements, and concludes with a verification of said proof.


	One could in fact argue that Aristotle, over two thousand years back, intuitively had, and indeed pursued, the vision: See the discussion of Aristotle in connection with modern knowledge-based AI given by Glymour (1992). And as is well-known, Leibniz certainly seems to have had some such vision, in connection with his spécieuse générale; indeed he had not only the idea of knowledge representation in todays’s field of AI, but also of computation over this knowledge. Interested readers can consult (Couturat 1901).


	Masterful coverage of multi-sorted FOL is provided by (Manzano 1996).


	Note that we differentiate local assumptions, which may discharged and introduced frequently, versus global axioms and premises, which are always taken to be true. This distinction is more for convenience than for any deep, principled reason at this point.


	For more on DPLs see Arkoudas (2000). For an example of methods used to produce “cognitively deep” proofs, see Arkoudas and Bringsjord (2009a).


	Slate is under active development. To obtain the most recent version of Slate, please contact the authors directly. For an overview of an earlier version of Slate, see Bringsjord et al. (2008).


	The identifiers move Slate outside of the usual “block” structure of natural deduction, and allow the machine to intelligently serve as an informative assistant. In the modal case, Slate assists the user by informing her that for instance iterated modal operators are permissible with respect to a given formula node.


	These are machines introduced in Kolmogorov and Uspenskii (1958). For a brief discussion of KU-machines in connection with the Church-Turing Thesis, a discussion that provides more information on Slate’s more exotic features, see Bringsjord and Govindarajulu (2011).


	A bigger version of the manual proof can be obtained at https://s3.amazonaws.com/SyntheseSubmission/Theorem_no_event_at_two_place_manual.pdf.
Fig. 2[image: figure 2]
Semi-automated slate proof of NEAT and Speed2


Full size image


Fig. 3[image: figure 3]
Resolution and paramodulation slate proofs of NEAT and Speed2


Full size image


Fig. 4[image: figure 4]
Manual proof in slate of NEAT


Full size image




	For reasons of convenience, we switch between considering the speed of light to be the same constant for all observers and an observer-dependent constant. Proofs of either kind can be easily converted to the other.


	The code for the whole proof in the semi-automated layer can be obtained at this url: https://s3.amazonaws.com/SyntheseSubmission/logicphysics.zip.
Fig. 5[image: figure 5]
Partial semi-automated proof tree for Theorem NTFL branch 2


Full size image


Fig. 6[image: figure 6]
Exploded nodes of the partial semi-automated proof tree for Theorem NTFL branch 2


Full size image


Fig. 7[image: figure 7]
Semi-automated proof tree for Theorem NTFL branch 3


Full size image


Fig. 8[image: figure 8]
Exploded nodes of the semi-automated proof tree for Theorem NTFL branch 3


Full size image




	The criterion for distinguishing diagrammatic representations from symbolic representations is that the former are homomorphic in some fashion to what is being represented; see Barwise and Etchemendy (1995) for a discussion of this form of representation, versus linguistic/symbolic representations. The distinction is discussed in the context of logic-based AI and computational logic generally (Arkoudas and Bringsjord 2009b). Alert readers will have noticed our reference to Leibniz in footnote 2. It’s worth mentioning that Leibniz’ vision for a universal logic was not that this logic be linguistic/symbolic only, but homomorphic; this is obvious from even Leibniz’ doctoral dissertation, De Arte Combinatoria.
Fig. 9[image: figure 9]
Example of Diagrammatic Reasoning in Physics (Andréka et al. 2007). A common pattern in special relativity is to consider situations involving a spaceship and a stationary observer. Here, we have two photons, \(\mathsf {Ph3}\) and \(\mathsf {Ph4}\), emitted from the middle of the ship toward mirrors on its opposite ends. If the speed of light is constant for all observers, we can immediately see that the times taken by both the photons for their roundtrip are the same


Full size image


Fig. 10[image: figure 10]
Geometric Reasoning Using Diagrams from (Andréka et al. 2011). This figure is a part of the informal proof of Theorem NFTL. In the left half of the figure, we assume that there are two spacetime points \(x\) and \(y\) at which \(m\) sees \(k\), with the speed of \(k\) as seen by \(m\) being greater than the speed of light. With some simple reasoning, we deduce that there is a point \(w\) on the plane of \(xyz\), such that lines \(wz\) and \(wy\) are parallel. This is a contradiction, as \(w\) cannot exist!


Full size image
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